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Key risks associated with third-party management

Third-party risk 

management –

key risks

Governance 

and strategy

Reputation

Regulatory 

Compliance

Information 

security and 

data 

protection

Operational

Commercial

►A third party supplier 

grounds its fleet of vehicles 

due to safety concerns.  As 

a result, products cannot 

be delivered to customers.

►Your third party outsources 

work to a contactor who 

does not correctly dispose 

of materials after working 

on a rural site, placing your 

environmental license at 

risk of being revoked.

►Your supplier sources 

products made overseas 

using child labour, resulting 

in widespread backlash 

against your brand.

►An application used by a supplier is subject to a cyber 

attack and confidential customer information is stolen.

►Third party invoices are not 

adequately scrutinised, 

resulting in payments for 

services not performed and 

costs that are disallowed 

by the contract.

►A third party is engaged on a 20 year contact.  

After the first year, it is clear that the commercial 

frameworks and incentives only favour the third party. 
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Third Party Governance – Value Leakage

9%
‘hard’ value leakage

?? %
‘soft’ value leakage

$

Pre contract award-
(procurement)

Post contract award
(supplier governance)

Time

What is delivered –
actual value realised

What is expected –
the business case

Value captured 
during procurement -
the value promised

V
al

u
e Value Leakage

The International Association of Contracts and Commercial Management (IACCM) has found that, on 

average, supplier contracts leak value at a rate of 9% (June 2016)

Source: https://www.iaccm.com

Hard Leakage Soft Leakage

• Incorrect invoices
• Missed Service Level 

credits 
• Scope creep

• Delivery and quality 
failures

• Limited accountability
• No end-to-end 

visibility, analytics
• Poor relationships
• Lack of innovation, 

continuous 
improvement
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Indicators of Third Party issues

► Ongoing difficulties managing vendor operational performance

► Perceived value leakage relating to vendors (however inability to prove it)

► Limited clarity regarding vendor performance (and value add) versus cost

► Uncertainty surrounding the optimal use of vendors (e.g. innovation, volume, 
benefit realisation)

► Service credits don’t adequately compensate real loss to the organisation 

► Lack of resilience in the supply chain

► Falling Service performance 

► Supplier managing the organisation and contract and not listening following 
communication

Governance / Contract Management
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Indicators of Third Party issues

► Supplier(s) consistently unable to provide agreed upon support for goods or services

► Single supplier dependency

► Lack of transparency of every day operational risks vs unforseen risks associated with 
suppliers

► Limited ability to proactively identify supplier risks prior to adverse impacts

Supplier Intelligence

► Inadequate guidelines on risks to be assessed during vendor sourcing

► Inability to maintain an accurate and complete inventory of risk and data managed by third 
parties

► Lack of comprehensive risk policies and guidelines

► Increased compliance risk with changing regulatory and operating requirements

Third Party Risk Management
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Technology is key to effective and timely third party management

Obtaining a ‘single pane-of-glass’ across the key disciplines of Third Party Management

CONTRACT 
MANAGEMENT

Client approves obligation and 
service level capture

Upload contracts into data repository and 
access through integrated document 

viewer

Capture obligations and service levels into 
forms, apply taxonomy, and map 

dependencies

GOVERNANCE

Track performance against 
contracted  obligations and service 

levels

Work orders and request for service 
(RFS) management

Conduct 360 surveys to ensure all 
stakeholders are satisfied

360 ̊ 

FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT

Track invoices against contract and 
performance data

Track overall budget, spend, contract 
spend pools, and all other key 

financial indicators

Create a repository of all financial data 
including base charges, rate cards, etc.

RISK 
MANAGEMENT

Risk metrics to measure and compare 
obligations and contract compliance levels 

across suppliers

Automated alerts and escalations for cases of 
regulatory and policy non-compliance

Detailed audit trails allowing easy 
supplier audits

RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT AND ANALYTICS
Track Issues, action items, governance forums, and composite ratings across  providers, geographies, and functions

Stay informed through 
calendar, to do list, and email 
notifications

Requisite approval and oversight on 
contract, performance, and finance 
through reports, dashboards

Search through all contract documents, 
evidence documents, and field metadata.
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How do organisations effectively manage third party risk?

► BE AWARE:  Do your contract owners have a detailed understanding of the contract relationship 
and the requirements to enable effective performance management? 

► Are they focused on understanding and mitigating third party risk

► Do they understand Key Performance Indicators / Performance Evaluations / Renewal decisions

► Are they commercially trained to extract value and favourable terms

► Is there a plan in place for succession and knowledge retention (key person risk)

► ESTABLISH:  Is your control environment designed and operating effectively?

► Strong policy and procedural framework in place relating to third parties

► Robust selection criteria – re-assessed on an ongoing basis

► Monitoring and real-time analytics to track performance and detect potential breach of 
tolerance
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How do organisations effectively manage third party risk?

► ASK:  Does your third party maintain standards and processes that are equal or better than those of 
your organisation? 

► Request evidence of independent reviews – ASAE 3402,  GS007

► Request evidence that policies and procedures are in place and regularly updated.

► Test compliance with key contract clauses, requirements or service delivery standards.

► VALIDATE:  Does your contract include a ‘right to audit’ or ‘open book’ clause? 

► Engage an independent party to assess contract compliance and/or examine the processes third 
parties undertake to execute against the contract:

► How does your third party ensure high quality and customer service standards

► Does your third party have a detailed Business Continuity plan in place 

► Are ‘actual’ costs invoiced really reflective of the actual costs incurred 
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For more information, please contact:

Jason has 24 years global experience, including leading the 

sourcing advisory practice covering multiple industry sectors 

for a Big 4 firm in the UK.

He has also led the sourcing and contract management 

functions within Global and UK clients. He currently leads EY’s 

Third Party Services offerings across APAC and Oceania.

Michael is an experienced internal audit senior manager who has led 

projects to examine financial and operational adherence to contracts, 

including delivering procedures to assess the validity of 

contractor/vendor claims, assess compliance with commercial 

frameworks and examine contractor/vendor internal controls and 

operating processes.   

Michael has led contract claims reviews for global and national 

organisations as well government-owned corporations in the transport, 

construction, mining and utilities sectors.

Jason Sorby
Partner

Ernst & Young

+61 7 3011 3339

Jason.sorby@au.ey.com

Michael Orfanellis
Senior Manager

Ernst & Young

+61 7 3011 3373

Michael.orfanellis@au.ey.com


